
Wayne

Whax Wax
High Speed Stripper

The four features you need in a stripper...
in a convenient 1 quart bottle!

❶
Convience and Cost control ... Wayne Whax Wax is so concentrated a single quart makes five
gallons of aggressive stripping solution. Just fill the bucket to the five gallon mark, add one quart of
Whax Wax and youíre ready to go to work. No measuring, no glugs, no guesswork ... just the right
solution every time. And, quart bottles require less storage space, are easier to transport to the job
site and safer to handle than unweildy five gallon pails.

❷
Strips multiple coats with one application ... Fast acting, dual solvent formulation strips up to
twenty coats of high solids finish with a single application. Even strips acrylic seals and hard bur-
nished build-ups without time consuming rescrubs.

❸
Safer to use ... Low odor formula reduces user discomfort while generating less harmful V.O.C.ís
than many conventional strippers. Formulated without dangerous caustic or silicates, Whax Wax has
a lower pH that improves operator safety and allows use on stone and marble flooring.

❹
Unmatched economy ... Wayne Whax Wax has over 95% active ingredients ... two or three times
more concentrated than most premium strippers. At 19-1, maximum strength dilution, Whax Wax use
cost is typically 20-30% less than competitive products. Time saved by one pass stripping efficiency
and the elimination of a neutralizer rinse required when using caustic strippers make Whax Wax a
smart choice for the stripping crew and the business manager.

Unretouched photo shows Wayne Whax Wax strips 20 coats ...
without agitation in 10 minutes, at a 19-1 dilution.

Manufactured by:
Wayne Concept Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Fort Wayne, IN 46825        260-482-8615

®



Whax Wax works. Watch!

Chemical resistant tape is applied to protect
outer edges of coated tile.

A 12” x 12” test tile is prepared by
coating 2/3 of a beige/white tile with 24%

finish infused with blue indicator dye. The 20
coats were applied over a 5 day period.

A 19-1 solution of Whax Wax and water is
applied over exposed area. After 5 minutes

more solution is added. No agitation.

After 10 minutes solution is squeeged
from the tile.

Area is wiped with a wet cloth and allowed
to dry after protective tape is removed.

Finish is removed.
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